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In this fully updated and redesigned edition of the essential and long-established
Stadia, the authors offer their unrivalled expertise to all professionals who
commission, plan, design, and manage high-quality sports venues. Ideas about
the design and use of stadiums continue to evolve and this fifth edition includes
the latest developments in the field. Including updated chapters on sustainability,
masterplanning and services, a new chapter on branding activation, and new
global case studies, the fifth edition of Stadia is the ultimate guide to all aspects
of stadium design, from local club buildings to international showpieces. In
addition to a wide array of international case studies, the authors draw on the
experience of the design firm Populous who in recent years delivered the 2010
Yankees Stadium in New York; the 2010 Aviva stadium, Dublin; the 2004 Benfica
stadium, Lisbon; the 2010 Soccer City FNB Stadium, Johannesburg; the 2012
Marlins Park, Miami; and the 2012 new Olympic Stadium, London.
In 1991, the collapse of the USSR seemed to signal the death of the Russian
football industry, as the money, the players and the fans left. But now the
oligarchs who profited from the post-Soviet turmoil are supporting the nation's
football clubs and their dreams of glory, resulting in unprecedented success.
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Along this journey into the heart of Russian football, Marc Bennetts meets the
managers, oligarchs, players, pundits and fans that define the Russian Premier
league, now the fastest-growing and most intriguing football league in the world.
From Andrei Arshavin and the national team's adventures at Euro 2008 to the
symbolism of a club from war-torn Chechnya lifting the Russian FA Cup, Football
Dynamo uncovers shocking revelations about corruption, hooliganism and
racism, but also the true beauty of the game and the country.
The exclusive behind-the-scenes story of the Mauricio Pochettino revolution at
Spurs, told in his own words The Sunday Times Bestseller 'An unparalleled
insight into one of the most exciting managers currently working in football'
Independent Since joining the club in 2014, Mauricio Pochettino has transformed
Tottenham from underachievers into genuine title contenders. In the process, he
has marked himself out as one of the best young managers in the world, more
than holding his own against the Premier League's established heavyweights. He
has done so by promoting an attacking, pressing style of football and by nurturing
home-grown talent, fully endearing himself to the Spurs faithful along the way.
Guillem Balagué was granted unprecedented access to Pochettino and his
backroom staff for the duration of the 2016-17 season, and he has therefore
been able to draw on extensive interview material with Pochettino, his family, his
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closest assistants, players such as Dele Alli and Harry Kane, and even a very
rare conversation with Daniel Levy to tell the manager's story in his own words.
From Pochettino's early years as a player and coach to his transformation of
Tottenham into one of the best teams in England, the book uniquely reveals the
inner workings of the man and of his footballing philosophy. It also lays bare what
it takes to run a modern-day football team competing at the highest level over the
course of a single campaign. The result is the most comprehensive and
compelling portrait of a manager and of a club in the Premier League era.
The 2018 World Cup edition of the international bestseller and "the most
intelligent book ever written about soccer" (San Francisco Chronicle) is updated
throughout and features new chapters on the FIFA scandal, why Iceland wins,
and women's soccer. Named one of the Best Books of the Year by the Guardian,
Slate, Financial Times, Independent (UK), and Bloomberg News Written with an
economist's brain and a soccer writer's skill, Soccernomics applies high-powered
analytical tools to everyday soccer topics, looking at data and revealing
counterintuitive truths about the world's most beloved game. It all adds up to a
revolutionary new approach that has helped change the way the game is played.
This World Cup edition features ample new material, including fresh insights into
FIFA's corruption, the surge in domestic violence during World Cups, and
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Western Europe's unprecedented dominance of global soccer.
Consuming Football in Late Modern Life explores the phenomenon of football
(soccer) fandom as consumption in the age of late modernity. By centralising
fandom within the sociology of consumption, the book examines how this
phenomenon equates to a fluid series of consumption activities that are practiced
in the course of everyday life. In turn, the work departs from much of the existing
literature that features exceptional properties of fanatical fans, in order to
emphasise the position that seemingly trivial acts of consumption can have a
profound influence on the construction, maintenance and evolution of football
fandom cultures. Containing up to date research findings derived from a
programme of interviews with a sample of football fans, Kevin Dixon examines
the social, emotional, economic and technological implications of consumption as
fans participate in and respond to the demands of consumer life.
This book explores how recent football fiction has negotiated the decisive political
developments in English football after the 1989/90 publication of the 'Taylor
Report'. A direct response to the 1989 Hillsborough Disaster and growing
concerns of hooliganism, the 'Taylor Report' suggested a number of measures
for stricter regulation of fan crowds. In consequence, stadiums in the top divisions
were turned into all-seated venues and were put under CCTV surveillance. The
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implementation of these measures reduced violent incidents drastically, but it
also led to an unparalleled increase in ticket prices, which in turn significantly
altered the demographics of the crowd. This development, which also enabled
football's entry into other mainstream cultural forms, changed the game
decisively. Piskurek traces patterns across prose and film to detect how these
fictions have responded to the changed circumstances of post-Taylor football.
Lending a cultural lens to these political changes, this book is pioneering in its
analysis of football fiction as a whole, offering a fresh perspective to a range of
scholars and students interested in cultural studies, sociology, leisure and
politics.
This book outlines the effects that technology-induced change will have on sport
within the next five to ten years, and provides food for thought concerning what
lies further ahead. Presented as a collection of essays, the authors are leading
academics from renowned institutions such as Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Queensland University of Technology, and the University of
Cambridge, and practitioners with extensive technological expertise. In their
essays, the authors examine the impacts of emerging technologies like artificial
intelligence, the Internet of Things, and robotics on sports and assess how they
will change sport itself, consumer behavior, and existing business models. The
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book will help athletes, entrepreneurs, and innovators working in the sports
industry to spot trendsetting technologies, gain deeper insights into how they will
affect their activities, and identify the most effective responses to stay ahead of
the competition both on and off the pitch.
The atmosphere is electric, the pitch an impossibly brilliant shade of green and
Spurs, in all-white of course, are playing with that famous swashbuckling style,
zipping the ball off the greasy surface with devastating precision and purpose.
Their quick-passing game rips open the usually immaculately drilled defence of
their illustrious European opponents and, as the ball hits the back of the net,
White Hart Lane erupts in a thunderous, jubilant roar which echoes with magical
memories from 50 years of fantastic, floodlit European evenings - the glory glory
nights! European football has a special resonance at Tottenham Hotspur. The
spirit of adventure, the romance of taking on the very best, matching their style
and technique and, when it all goes to plan, blowing them away with skill, pace
and passion, has always fitted in exactly with what Spurs are all about. To dare is
to do! In 1963 Spurs became the first British team ever to win a European trophy
when they beat Atletico Madrid to lift the European Cup Winners' Cup, and in
total the club has won three trophies across more than 50 seasons of European
campaigns. The Glory Glory Nights tells the story of every one of them - from the
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first competitive foray onto foreign fields when Bill Nick took the great Double
side into the unknown of the European Cup to Bale, Modric, and van der Vaart
marauding their way to the quarter-finals of the Champions League in 2010. The
complete and official story of Tottenham Hotspur in Europe, this beautifully puttogether book is packed with spectacular photography, much of it previously
unseen, match reports and statistics from every European game the club has
ever played, plus first-hand memories and recollections from club legends like
Danny Blanchflower, Jimmy Greaves, Steve Perryman, Martin
Soccer has become "big business." The aggregated market value of the first and second
division teams from the "Big 5" European Leagues (England, France, Germany, Italy and
Spain) is nearly €12 billion. Using systematic and anecdotal evidence from the "Big 5" and
additional evidence from other European and some of the South American Leagues (Brazil and
Argentina), this book explores the development of soccer as the world’s most important team
sport and addresses competitive balance across the a large number of leagues. The book also
provides the reader with a thorough understanding of the market for players, coaches and
referees as well as the demand for soccer, both on TV, at the gate, and in the betting office.
Finally, the economic implications of pertinent recent problems, such as hooliganism and
racism, are addressed. Most of the discussion about player salaries, head coach dismissals,
stadium subsidies, ticket prices and TV contracts is not very well informed and is based on
prejudices. Assembling and interpreting the relevant and available information from an
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economic viewpoint provides the reader with a fresh new perspective on those subjects.
Econometric evidence is presented in the form of graphs and figures instead of regression
coefficients and is supplemented by anecdotal evidence. "Economic jargon" will be limited to a
minimum in order to give readers a more intuitive understanding of the material.
A collection of extraordinary personal stories from thought leaders, celebrities, statesmen and
women, Nobel prize winners, social entrepreneurs, philanthropists and others driving and
inspiring positive change
The rapid global growth of the sport industry has prompted the need for a more commercial
approach to the management of sport clubs. This book is the first study of its kind to focus on
the management of professional football clubs, providing a real-world insight into management
principles and their practical application. The international commercialisation of football has led
to a fundamental transformation of the industry’s management practices, given the financial
rewards of success and the high price of failure. This book presents a critical examination of
this transformation, questioning why clubs are increasingly adopting management strategies
from other industries. Each chapter analyses the role played by a key leadership figure within a
club, such as the owner, chief executive officer (CEO), chief financial officer (CFO), chief
operating officer (COO), director of football (DoF), and head coach. Full of exclusive
interviews, case studies and examples of best practice, this book sheds new light on the
challenges of working in this extraordinarily high-pressure environment. Football Club
Management: Insights from the Field is fascinating reading for all those working in or studying
the management, marketing or administration of football.
The Glory Glory NightsThe Complete History of Tottenham Hotspur in Europe
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This book tackles issues of globalization in the English Premier League and unpicks what this
means to fan groups around the world, drawing upon a range of sociological theories to tell the
story of the local and global repertoires of action emanating from the popular protests at
Liverpool and Manchester United football clubs.
A stunning, officially endorsed coffee table book commemorating the 50th anniversary of
Tottenham Hotspur's famous League and Cup Double in 1961, the first 'double' achieved in the
modern era of football. Put together by the editorial team who created the Spurs Opus (det),
with the full co-operation of the surviving players and Tottenham Hotspur FC, this sensational
publication will be the focal point of the club's 1960/61 celebrations which will begin at the start
of the 2010 season.
This volume considers the reception in the early modern period of four popular medieval myths
of nationhood – the legends of Brutus, Albina, Scota and Arthur – tracing their intertwined
literary and historiographical afterlives. The book thus speaks to several connected areas and
is timely on a number of fronts: its dialogue with current investigations into early modern
historiography and the period’s relationship to its past, its engagement with pressing issues in
identity and gender studies, and its analysis of the formation of British national origin stories at
a time when modern Britain is seriously considering its own future as a nation.
The hero, known as Major Neville, is believed to be the illegitimate son of Edward Neville,
brother to the Earl of Glenallan. He meets and falls in love with Isabella Wardour in England,
who, mindful of her father's hatred of illegitimacy, rejects his suit. Under the assumed name of
Lovel, he follows her home to Fairport, Scotland, meeting en route Jonathan Oldbuck, Laird of
Monkbarns, a neighbour of Isabella's father, Sir Arthur Wardour. Oldbuck, the antiquary of the
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title, takes an interest in Lovel who is a sympathetic listener to his learned discourses and
whose misfortunes in love remind him of his own. As a young man Oldbuck had been
hopelessly attached to Eveline Neville, now wife to the Earl of Glenallan. Lovel saves Sir Arthur
and Isabella from drowning when surprised by the tide but is forced to leave Fairport after
wounding Oldbuck's nephew Captain Hector M'Intyre, a rival for Isabella's hand, in a duel. In
his absence Lovel distinguishes himself as a soldier and secretly rescues Sir Arthur from the
financial ruin to which his reliance on his unscrupulous German agent Dousterswivel would
have led him. Lovel finally returns to Fairport and is unexpectedly revealed to be the son and
heir of the Earl of Glenallan (and of Oldbuck's unrequited love Eveline). In this new guise, he
wins Isabella's hand." -- http://www.walterscott.lib.ed.ac.uk.

This book explores the overlooked history of racial mixing in Britain during the
course of the twentieth century, a period in which there was considerable and
influential public debate on the meanings and implications of intimately crossing
racial boundaries. Based on research that formed the foundations of the British
television series Mixed Britannia, the authors draw on a range of firsthand
accounts and archival material to compare ‘official’ accounts of racial mixing
and mixedness with those told by mixed race people, couples and families
themselves. Mixed Race Britain in The Twentieth Century shows that alongside
the more familiarly recognised experiences of social bigotry and racial prejudice
there can also be glimpsed constant threads of tolerance, acceptance, inclusion
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and ‘ordinariness’. It presents a more complex and multifaceted history of mixed
race Britain than is typically assumed, one that adds to the growing picture of the
longstanding diversity and difference that is, and always has been, an ordinary
and everyday feature of British life.
Writer Hadley Freeman investigates her family’s secret history in this
“exceptional” (The Washington Post) “masterpiece” (The Daily Telegraph)
uncovering a story that spans a century, two World Wars, and three generations.
Hadley Freeman knew her grandmother Sara lived in France just as Hitler started
to gain power, but rarely did anyone in her family talk about it. Long after her
grandmother’s death, she found a shoebox tucked in the closet containing
photographs of her grandmother with a mysterious stranger, a cryptic telegram
from the Red Cross, and a drawing signed by Picasso. This discovery sent
Freeman on a decade-long quest to uncover the significance of these keepsakes,
taking her from Picasso’s archives in Paris to a secret room in a farmhouse in
Auvergne to Long Island to Auschwitz. Freeman pieces together the puzzle of
her family’s past, discovering more about the lives of her grandmother and her
three brothers, Jacques, Henri, and Alex. Their stories sometimes typical,
sometimes astonishing—reveal the broad range of experiences of Eastern
European Jews during the Holocaust. This “frightening, inspiring, and
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cautionary” (Kirkus Reviews) family saga is filled with extraordinary twists, vivid
characters, and famous cameos, illuminating the Jewish and immigrant
experience in the World War II era. Reviewers have asked: “is there a better
book about being Jewish?” (The Daily Telegraph) Addressing themes of
assimilation, identity, and home, House of Glass is “a triumph” (The Bookseller)
and a powerful story about the past that echoes issues that remain relevant
today.
Sports economics is a relatively new field of research that is experiencing rapid
growth in the economics literature. The importance of the sports industry to
economies coupled with the availability of financial and productivity data have
made the study of sports economics a useful avenue for exploring research
questions that have eluded mainstream economics fields. The main goal of this
Special Issue of the International Journal of Financial Studies is to encourage
theoretical and applied research in sports economics, which is of interest to both
academics and practitioners. For this purpose, this Special Issue on “Sports
Finance” invites papers on topics, such as, but not limited to, salary
determination, ticket pricing, revenue sharing, salary caps, competitive balance,
new stadium financing, rival league behavior, determinants of revenue, television
and media, tournament prize structures, financial distress in professional sports,
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financial fair play, financial control of sports clubs, Third Party Ownership,
financial efficiency in professional sports, budget constrains and sport
performance, financial information of sports, ownership of professional sport
clubs and Crowdfunding in sports. Papers on both professional and amateur
sports are welcome.
When Spurs legend John White was killed by a bolt of lightning in 1964, the
football world was rocked by the tragedy. He was just 27 years of age. When he
died, his son, Rob, was only six months old. The man who was revered by
hundreds of thousands of football fans across the country was a stranger to him.
Do you think you know the laws of football better than the officials? Could you be
the man in black and make the right decisions? The ultimate footie quiz book is
back with 300 dilemmas for you to solve! * Test your knowledge of the game with
You Are The Ref, featuring illustrations from legendary artist Paul Trevillion's
famous series. With expert text from the referees' referee Keith Hackett and an
array of bizarre and entertaining scenarios for you to adjudicate on, this is an
engrossing and entertaining read. Includes a special in-depth section on the
controversial rules around the VAR system and questions covering everything
from mid-game bust-ups and unexpected intrusions on the pitch to bitter disputes
about penalties, these sporting conundrums will give even the biggest football fan
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a run for their money.
Describes the politics and publicity behind the 2007 business venture in which
David Beckham joined the Los Angeles Galaxy soccer team in an attempt to
popularize the sport in the United States.
Screens have been with us since the eighteenth century, though we became
accustomed to staring at them only after the appearance of film and television in
the twentieth century. But there was nothing in film or TV that prepared us for the
revolution wrought by the combination of screens and the internet. Society has
been transformed and this book asks how and with what consequences? Screen
Society’s conclusions are based on an original research project conducted by
scholars in the UK and Australia. The researchers designed their own research
platform and elicited the thoughts and opinions of nearly 2000 participants, to
draw together insights of today’s society as seen by users of smartphones,
tablets and computers – what the authors call Screenagers. The book issues
challenges to accepted wisdom on many of the so-called problems associated
with our persistent use of screen devices, including screen addiction, trolling,
gaming and gambling.
An insightful, comprehensive and always entertaining appreciation of how
European football has developed over the last three decades by the author of the
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much heralded The Mixer.
Ryan Giggs first played for Manchester United in the season before the Premiership
began; back when Bryan Robson was still captain. He took possession of United's left
wing and never loosened his grip. Over a fourteen year career so far, he's seen them
all come and go: Cantona, Schmeichel, Beckham and the rest. Sir Alex Ferguson said
of Giggs 'I knew we had an outstanding talent when we gave him his debut.' That was
back in 1991, but it remains as true in 2005 as it ever was. Giggs has been a pivotal
figure in United's dominance of the Premiership. There have been rivals but no other
team can match the their sustained record of success over recent years. And Giggs is
the only player to have played in all eight of those title winning campaigns. Off the pitch,
Ryan Giggs has always closely guarded his private life. But here he opens up for the
first time, sharing details of the sometimes turbulent childhood that shaped him and the
relationships that have mattered to him to reveal the man behind the famous number 11
red shirt. One thing seems clear: the Old Trafford crowd will be singing 'Giggs will tear
you apart again!' for a few years yet ...
He may live in Madrid but he continues to make front-page headlines. This is David
Beckham's own story of his career to date, for Manchester United, Real Madrid and
England, and of his childhood, family and private life. Featuring David's first full account
of a turbulent year in Spain, on and off the field, and England's fortunes in Euro 2004.
The 2021 Annual is a must for all Tottenham Hotspur soccer supporters. We have a
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definitive Premier League season review, along with an in-depth profile of our manager
and the backroom team. The action-packed Annual features pictures, games and
quizzes for everyone to enjoy. With profiles of all of your favourite players, there's
everything you need to know about your favorite soccer club! Come on you Spurs!
IMAGE OF 2020 ANNUAL FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES
Why do certain words have the power to offend? This book sheds light on prejudice in
language, past and present.
A sort of Robbie Fowler's Modern English Usage, 'The Football Lexicon' provides an A
to Row Z of the language of football, with over 800 examples of the set phrases we use
to talk and write about the beautiful game. Altercation; A rather euphemistic way of
describing a bust-up, a dust-up, a situation where players square up, as in - 'Bit of an
altercation off the ball there.' See also handbags. Z - Row Z is a long way from the pitch
and so, by inference, the hypothetical destination of any no-nonsense clearance.
Defenders who put safety first by playing within their limitations can be praised, but a
reference to the back of the stand may also depict a badly over-hit pass - 'He tried to
find Fredgaard on the other wing, but that's gone straight into Row Z.' Old-school
managers may even condone their players putting the opposition into the stands along
with the ball - 'County boss Billy Dearden was left fuming - 'O’Driscoll should have
finished in Row Z but we were too nice'.
Fully revised and updated second edition, packed with stats, anecdotes, quotes, lists
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and general quirk from the rich hiostry of Tottenham Hotspur Football Club, this new
edition features a striking new yellow 'away kit' cover and lots of new material. With a
foreword by Steve Perryman.
In the decade since Kevin Hylton’s seminal book ‘Race’ and Sport: Critical Race
Theory was published, racialised issues have remained at the forefront of sport and
leisure studies. In this important new book, Hylton draws on original research in
contemporary contexts, from sport coaching to cyberspace, to show once again that
Critical Race Theory is an insightful and productive tool for interrogating problematic
social phenomena. Inspired by W.E.B. Du Bois’ statement that "the problem of the
twentieth century is the problem of the colour line", this book sheds a critical light on the
way sport perpetuates racism, while identifying opportunities to challenge its insidious
presence. Exploring and explaining the ways in which notions of ‘race’ are expressed
and contested at individual, institutional and societal levels, it addresses key topics
such as whiteness, diversity, colourblindness, unconscious bias, identity, leadership,
humour and discourse to investigate how language can be used as a device for
resistance against racism in sport. Contesting ‘Race’ and Sport: Shaming the Colour
Line is vital reading for all sport studies students, academics and those with an interest
in race, ethnicity and society.
New edition of this bestselling title, a colourful history of Tottenham Hotspur that gets to
the heart and soul of the famous London football club. Packed with wonderful stories
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from the formation of the club to the present day, and the memories of legendary
players, managers, supporters and other key figures, The Biography of Tottenham
Hotspur brings the rich history of Spurs to life. First published in 2012, this new edition
brings the story right up to date.

The Dictionary of English Rhyming Slangs is a comprehensive and authoritative
survey of rhyming slangs in the anglophone world. With a scope ranging from the
1830s to the current decade, this prodigious collection of over 9,000 headwords
reveals the
Spurs Odyssey - 2006-07 Review by Paul Smith Spurs Odyssey is one of the
longest-running and most popular of independent Spurs web sites, maintained by
55-year old Paul Smith, who started supporting his local football club during the
time when they were busy winning the 1960-61 Double. Spurs Odyssey was
established in the late 1990s, and carries Paul's exclusive match reports from
first team, reserve and youth matches. Now, for the first time, Paul has decided
to commit to paper all 59 match reports of the roller-coaster season that was
2006-07. It was a season that included three prolonged Cup runs in domestic and
European competition, and culminated in a second successive qualification for
the UEFA Cup through a fifth place finish. Respected by fans around the world,
Paul is often told that reading his match reports is like "being at the game." Paul's
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reports are factual, objective, critical and sometimes humorous and emotional,
conveying the true feeling of an ordinary fan following his team up and down the
country, and across Europe.
In Stillness and Speed, one of football's most enigmatic stars finally opens up
about his life and career, revealing the things that motivate and inspire him.
Viewed by many as one of the most influential figures in Premier League history,
and scorer of the goal that Arsenal fans voted the best in the club's history,
Dennis Bergkamp is a true giant of the game. As a youngster, Bergkamp learned
from the Dutch master Johan Cruyff. By the time the pupil was ready to graduate
from Ajax and move abroad, he was ready to spread the word, but in Italy he
found few willing listeners. It was only when he moved to Arsenal and linked up
with Arsene Wenger that he met someone else who shared his vision for
football's possibilities. Bergkamp became central to everything the club did: now
he had become the teacher, their creative genius, and the one who inspired
some of the wayward old guard to new heights, helping them to seven major
trophies. Few footballers' books make you think anew, but in Stillness and Speed
Bergkamp presents a new vision for the game and how it might be played. He
was a player like no other; his story is told like no other. It is a book that will
inspire football fans everywhere, whatever their allegiance.
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96 women, men and children died as a result of the disaster in Hillsborough
Stadium on 15 April 1989. They were crushed due to overcrowding in the
Leppings Lane terrace, penned in by the ground's fencing. Hundreds more were
injured and thousands traumatised. Lord Justice Taylor led a judicial inquiry
(1990, Cm. 962, ISBN 9780101096225), concluding that the main cause of the
disaster was the failure of police control. The next 11 years saw a variety of
investigations and proceedings, including a scrutiny of new evidence (Lord
Justice Stuart-Smith, 1998, Cm. 3878, ISBN 9780101387828). Yet many
bereaved families felt that the true context, circumstances and aftermath had not
been adequately made public, and were particularly aggrieved that it had become
widely assumed that Liverpool fans' behaviour had contributed to the disaster.
The Independent Panel was established in 2010 to oversee full public disclosure
of all documents relating to the disaster and to report on its work. This report is in
three parts. Firstly it shows what was already known and in the public domain by
2010. Secondly, in 12 detailed chapters, it describes what the disclosed
documents add to public understanding. The third part gives a review of options
for providing an archive of the documents. The disclosed documents (available at
http://panel.hillsborough.independent.gov.uk/) add considerably to public
understanding. They show that multiple factors were responsible for the tragedy
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and that the fans were not the cause. The report also shows that the bereaved
families met a series of obstacles in their search for justice over more than 20
years.
Thinking Space was set up to develop the capacity of staff and trainees at the
Tavistock Clinic to think about racism, and other forms of hatred toward
difference in ourselves and others. Drawing on Bion's (1962) distinction between
'knowing' and 'knowing about', the latter of which can be a defence against
knowing a subject in a deeper and emotionally real way, Thinking Space sought
to promote curiosity, exploration and learning about difference, by paying as
much attention as to how we learn (process) as to what we learn (content). This
book is a celebration of ten years of Thinking Space at the Tavistock Clinic and a
way of sharing the thinking, experience and learning gained over these years.
Thinking Space functions, among other things, as a test-bed for ideas and many
of the papers included here began as presentations, and were encouraged and
developed by the experience.
When most people think about the Netherlands, images of tulips and peaceful pot
smoking residents spring to mind. Bring up soccer, and most will think of Johan
Cruyuff, the Dutch player thought to rival Pele in preternatural skill, and Ajax, one
of the most influential soccer clubs in the world whose academy system for
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young athletes has been replicated around the globe (and most notably by
Barcelona and the 2010 world champions, Spain). But as international bestselling
author Simon Kuper writes in Ajax, The Dutch, The War: Soccer in Europe
During the Second World War, the story of soccer in Holland cannot be
understood without investigating what really occurred in this country during WWII.
For decades, the Dutch have enjoyed the reputation of having a “good war.” The
myth is even resonant in Israel where Ajax is celebrated. The fact is, the Jews
suffered shocking persecution at the hands of Dutch collaborators. Holland had
the second largest Nazi movement in Europe outside Germany, and in no other
country except Poland was so high a percentage of Jews deported. Kuper
challenges Holland's historical amnesia and uses soccer—particularly the
experience of Ajax, a club long supported by Amsterdam's Jews—as a window on
wartime Holland and Europe. Through interviews with Resistance fighters,
survivors, wartime soccer players and more, Kuper uncovers this history that has
been ignored, and also finds out why the Holocaust had a profound effect on
soccer in the country. Ajax produced Cruyuff but was also built by members of
the Dutch resistance and Holocaust survivors. It became a surrogate family for
many who survived the war and its method for producing unparalleled talent
became the envy of clubs around the world. In this passionate, haunting and
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moving work of forensic reporting, Kuper tells the breathtaking story of how Dutch
Jews survived the unspeakable and came to play a strong role in the rise of the
most exciting and revolutionary style of soccer — “Total Football” — the world had
ever seen.
This book brings together a number of perspectives on how different European
states have responded to the phenomenon of football crowd disorder and
violence, or “hooliganism”. It applies a comparative legal approach, with a
particular focus on civil and human rights, to analyze domestic legislation,
policing and judicial responses to the problem of “football hooliganism” in
Europe. Academics and legal professionals from eight different European
countries introduce and analyze the different approaches and draw together
common themes and problems from their various jurisdictions. They offer insights
into the interactions between (domestic) politicians, law enforcers and sports
authorities. The book is important reading for scholars and practitioners in the
fields of law, sports law, sociology and criminology, and for all those concerned
with questions of law enforcement and human rights. While it perfectly fits the
curriculum for postgraduate studies in the fields mentioned, it is also highly
recommended as secondary reading for undergraduate students. Dr. Anastassia
Tsoukala is tenured Associate Professor at the University of Paris XI, France. Dr.
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Geoff Pearson is Senior Lecturer in Criminal Law at the University of
Manchester’s Law School, Manchester, United Kingdom. Dr. Peter Coenen was
Assistant Professor of Law at Maastricht University in the Netherlands.
Updated and re-issued, this classic account of Spurs' dramatic 2003/04 season
puts the fans at the centre of the tale, exposing the myth of the 'average football
fan' and providing a compelling account of the joy, frustration and and absurdity
of following a Premier League club. Crammed with insight, humour, anecdote
and the unique passion of the football fan, this book was described by Hunter
Davies as 'the sort of record every club should have'.
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